“The total cost of crime, from theft through to
security, amounts to £1.9billion in losses to the
retail industry each year.”

Smart CCTV
Smart AI cameras for 24/7, panoramic site
coverage. Machine-learning with advanced data
analytics platform will enhance your security and
management capabilities to help deliver a safer,
smarter and more efficient operation.

British Retail Consortium, 2020

Improved Security
Overhaul internal and perimeter security across your premises for the
benefit of building users, staff and customers.

Better Business Management
Gather big data across your real estate portfolio, business centres, logistics
parks or educational facilities, to inform better management decisions and
resource allocation.

Reduced Costs
Reduce unnecessary overheads with a centralised, remote monitoring
platform. Streamline costs using advanced business analytics to target
resources where they are most needed, and most effective.

Smart CCTV

What our customers
say about us…
“From initial proposal through
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project developed, NCG became our
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under-performance by others, to
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Improved Accuracy

Asset tagging

AI camera brings higher accurate alarm and

Increase efficiency and security by tagging
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Gough Chambers
Gordon Walters FCA
Director of Operations

“The Network Control Group have
quickly become a reliable trusted
supplier of Connectivity, Occupancy,
Thermal & Air Quality Solutions
to Colliers. Colliers would highly
recommend working with such a
reliable, professional outfit”
Colliers International

enquiries@thenetworkcontrolgroup.com
0203 488 3211
thenetworkcontrolgroup.co.uk

Michael Crawford
Head of Technology

